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Trijicon®

Iron Sights

THE FIRST CHOICE OF PROFESSIONALS

Traditional iron sights are often ineffective in low-light situations, so we did 
something about that. Trijicon® iron sights excel in a wide range of lighting conditions 
(including low light) and are built with our legendary durability to handle whatever 
comes their way. Take advantage of superior technology for aiming solutions  
you can trust.

Bright & Tough™ 

Night Sights
Bright & Tough™ 

Suppressor  
Night Sights 

HD™ Night Sights

HD XR™ Night Sights TrijiDot® Fiber Optic  
Shotgun Sights

Trijicon® Fiber Sights
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AMERICA’S FINEST DESERVE THE BEST
The Trijicon Bright & Tough™ Night Sights are a self-luminous, three-dot, night  
sight alternative to traditional iron sights. They are the first choice of major handgun 
manufacturers and standard issue with numerous local, state and federal law 
enforcement agencies. 

MODELS

Trijicon

Bright & Tough
™

Night Sights
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Trijicon

Bright & Tough
Night Sights

™

For export restrictions on all products, see page 153. 
For a full list of models, please visit our website at trijicon.com.

FEATURES

INSTANTLY VISIBLE SIGHT PICTURE IN NO-LIGHT  
OR LOW-LIGHT SITUATIONS
Tritium phosphor-filled glass lamp provides battery-free glow  
allowing for a visible sight picture in all lighting situations.

INCREASED DAYLIGHT DOT VISIBILITY
White-painted rings around tritium lamps enhance user’s ability  
to see sight picture in bright-light shooting situations.

ENHANCED PROTECTION FROM HEAVY RECOIL  
AND HARSH CLEANING SOLVENTS
Tritium gas lamps are contained within proactive aluminum  
cylinders and have additional silicone rubber cushioning.

EVENLY DISTRIBUTED LIGHT FROM TRITIUM LAMPS
Each Trijicon® tritium lamp is capped with a sapphire jewel  
that helps evenly distribute the light from the lamp and also  
acts as an additional layer of protection from puncture  
and cleaning solvents. 

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY
Tritium lamp is warranted to illuminate for 5 years on orange  
lamps, 12 years on green and yellow lamps from date  
of original manufacture.

CONFIGURATIONS

COLOR COMBINATIONS:

STANDARD HEIGHT MODELS TO FIT THESE MANUFACTURERS:

 1911  Beretta®  Browning®  Colt®

 CZ™  Desert Eagle®  Firestar™  FN® America

 Glock®  H&K®  Kimber®  Remington®

 Ruger®  Sig Sauer®  Smith & Wesson®  Springfield Armory®

 Steyr-Mannlicher™ Taurus®  Walther®

Green Lamps Yellow Rear Lamps Orange Rear Lamps
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QUIET DOMINATION
Trijicon Bright & Tough™ Suppressor Night Sights continue the low-light and no-light 
prowess of the original Bright & Tough Night Sights, while being designed specifically  
for handguns fitted with suppressors. They can also serve as backup iron sights for the 
growing number of shooters who utilize pistol-mounted red dot sights, such as the  
Trijicon RMR®. Multiple front/rear configurations are available for a variety of applications. 

MODELS

Trijicon

Bright & Tough
™

 
Suppressor  
Night Sights
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FEATURES

For export restrictions on all products, see page 153. 
For a full list of models, please visit our website at trijicon.com.

GLOCK® COLOR COMBINATIONS:

ALL OTHER MANUFACTURER COLOR COMBINATIONS:

STANDARD HEIGHT MODELS TO FIT THESE MANUFACTURERS:

Green Lamps Yellow Rear Lamps Orange Rear Lamps

FN® America  Glock®   H&K®

Sig Sauer®  Smith & Wesson®  Springfield Armory® 

INCREASED HEIGHT TO ACCOMMODATE MULTIPLE 
SHOOTING APPLICATIONS
Specifically engineered to be as robust as possible while still allowing 
use with a suppressor or as backup iron sights for a slide-mounted red 
dot sight, such as the Trijicon RMR®.

INSTANTLY VISIBLE SIGHT PICTURE IN NO-LIGHT AND 
LOW-LIGHT SITUATIONS 
Tritium phosphor-filled glass lamp provides battery-free glow, allowing 
for a visible sight picture in all lighting situations.

INCREASED DAYLIGHT DOT VISIBILITY
White-painted rings around tritium lamps enhance user’s ability to see 
sight picture in bright-light shooting situations.

ENHANCED PROTECTION FROM HEAVY RECOIL AND 
HARSH CLEANING SOLVENTS
Tritium gas lamps are contained within protective aluminum cylinders 
and have additional silicone rubber cushioning.

EVENLY DISTRIBUTED LIGHT FROM TRITIUM LAMPS
Each Trijicon® tritium lamp is capped with a sapphire jewel that helps 
evenly distribute the light from the lamp and also acts as an additional 
layer of protection from puncture and cleaning solvents.

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY
The Trijicon® Suppressor Sights offer tritium illumination for up to 12 
years (on green and yellow lamps) and 5 years (on orange lamps) from 
date of original manufacture.

Green Lamps

CONFIGURATIONS

Trijicon

Bright & Tough
Suppressor

Night Sights

™
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Trijicon

HD™ Night Sights

PRECISION IN ANY LIGHT
The Trijicon HD™ Night Sights are a self-luminous, three-dot night sight set.  
The front sight features a highly visible photoluminescent paint outline to quicken 
sight acquisition. The “U” notch rear sight is angled and serrated to reduce glare  
and aid in front-sight focus.

MODELS
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Trijicon

HD™ Night Sights
FEATURES

For export restrictions on all products, see page 153. 
For a full list of models, please visit our website at trijicon.com.

1911   Beretta®   Colt®

FN® America  Glock®   H&K® 

Remington®   Ruger®   Sig Sauer®  

Smith & Wesson®  Springfield Armory®  Walther®

COLOR COMBINATIONS:

STANDARD-HEIGHT MODELS TO FIT THESE MANUFACTURERS:

Yellow Outline/Green Lamps Orange Outline/Green Lamps

ENHANCED PROTECTION FROM HEAVY RECOIL AND 
HARSH CLEANING SOLVENTS
Tritium gas lamps are contained within protective aluminum cylinders 
and have additional silicone rubber cushioning.

EVENLY DISTRIBUTED LIGHT FROM TRITIUM LAMPS
Each Trijicon® tritium lamp is capped with a sapphire jewel that helps 
evenly distribute the light and also acts as an additional layer of 
protection from puncture and cleaning solvents.

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY  
Tritium lamp is warranted to illuminate for 12 years from date  
of original manufacture.  

ENHANCED FRONT-SIGHT ACQUISITION IN BRIGHT, 
TRANSITIONAL AND NO-LIGHT SITUATIONS
Glow-in-the-dark, photoluminescent-painted front outline combines with 
a “U” notch rear and black-painted rear outlines to quickly draw your 
eye to the front post in all lighting conditions.

ONE-HANDED SLIDE MANIPULATION
Steeply hooked front surface to assist in an emergency, one-handed 
slide manipulation.

INSTANTLY VISIBLE SIGHT PICTURE IN NO-LIGHT 
AND LOW-LIGHT SITUATIONS
Tritium phosphor-filled glass lamp illuminates sights for high visibility in 
all lighting conditions.

CONFIGURATIONS
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Trijicon

HD XR™ Night Sights

THE NEXT LEVEL OF PRECISION
Building on the features of the HD™ Night Sights, the Trijicon HD XR™ Night Sights 
are for the next level of advanced target identification and engagement at increased 
distances. A thinner front-sight post allows shooters to have a larger field  
of view that further enhances the ability to identify targets, expedite engagements  
and see hits on target at longer distances.

MODELS
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Trijicon

HD XR™ Night Sights
FEATURES

ENHANCED PROTECTION FROM HEAVY RECOIL AND 
HARSH CLEANING SOLVENTS
Tritium gas lamps are contained within protective aluminum cylinders 
and have additional silicone rubber cushioning.

EVENLY DISTRIBUTED LIGHT FROM TRITIUM LAMPS
Each Trijicon® tritium lamp is capped with a sapphire jewel that helps 
evenly distribute the light and also acts as an additional layer of 
protection from puncture and cleaning solvents.

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY  
Tritium lamp is warranted to illuminate for 12 years from date  
of original manufacture.  

For export restrictions on all products, see page 153. 
For a full list of models, please visit our website at trijicon.com.

BerettaTM    FN® America  Glock®  

H&K®   Sig Sauer®  Smith & Wesson®  

Springfield Armory® 

COLOR COMBINATIONS:

STANDARD-HEIGHT MODELS TO FIT THESE MANUFACTURERS:

Yellow Outline/Green Lamps Orange Outline/Green Lamps

EXPANDED FIELD OF VIEW AND A PRECISION SIGHT 
PICTURE FOR LONGER-RANGE ENGAGEMENTS
Thin front post (.122 in. width) promotes a larger field of view for fast 
target identification and engagement at longer distances.

ENHANCED FRONT SIGHT ACQUISITION IN BRIGHT, 
TRANSITIONAL AND NO-LIGHT SITUATIONS
Glow-in-the-dark, photoluminescent-painted front outline combines with 
a “U” notch rear and black-painted rear outlines to quickly draw your 
eye to the front post in all lighting conditions.

ONE-HANDED SLIDE MANIPULATION
Steeply hooked front surface to assist in an emergency, one-handed 
slide manipulation.

INSTANTLY VISIBLE SIGHT PICTURE IN NO-LIGHT 
AND LOW-LIGHT SITUATIONS
Tritium phosphor-filled glass lamp illuminates sights for high visibility in 
all lighting conditions.

CONFIGURATIONS
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Trijicon®

Fiber Sights

ILLUMINATION FOR A CLEAR,  
PRECISE SIGHT PICTURE.
Behind Trijicon® Fiber Sights are years of engineering and manufacturing experience 
in producing the industry’s leading night sight and fiber-illuminated scopes and sights. 
Featuring similar fiber optic materials used in several Trijicon fiber optic scopes and 
sights, including the battle-proven ACOG®, the Trijicon Fiber Sights are purposely 
engineered to bring the absolute brightest aiming point while retaining strength and 
maintaining a refined sight picture. Whether carrying or competing, these bright, thin 
sights create the perfect aiming point for fast, accurate rounds on target.

MODELS
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Trijicon

Fiber Sights
FEATURES

COMFORTABLE TO CONCEAL 
Rounded edges of rear sight reduce snag points for improved  
comfort while carrying. 

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY 

For export restrictions on all products, see page 153. 
For a full list of models, please visit our website at trijicon.com.

COLOR COMBINATIONS:

STANDARD-HEIGHT MODELS TO FIT THESE MANUFACTURERS:

HIGHLY VISIBLE FRONT SIGHT 
A bright front post fiber (0.060" diameter) combined with a subdued 
rear sight promotes acquisition of front sight and target. 

CLEAR, PRECISE SIGHT PICTURE 
A thin front post (.110" width) allows for a refined sight picture in a 
variety of shooting environments and distances and gives a better field 
of view for longer range engagements. 

WITHSTANDS RIGOROUS SHOOTING, ROUGH HANDLING, 
AND AGGRESSIVE HOLSTER USE 
Using leading edge fiber technology and Trijicon’s legendary rugged 
metal construction, this fiber sight maximizes retention and durability. 

ONE-HANDED RETURN MANIPULATION 
Steeply hooked front surface of rear sight assists in emergency  
one-handed slide manipulations. 

CONFIGURATIONS

1911   CZ®   FN® America

Glock®   H&K®   Sig Sauer®  

Smith & Wesson®  Springfield Armory®  Walther®

Trijicon® Fiber Sights come from the factory 
with a red fiber preinstalled on the front sight, 
along with additional red and green fiber 
replacements. Additional fiber replacements 
are available for purchase. 

®

Green Red
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Trijicon

TrijiDot
®

AIM WITH CONFIDENCE
The TrijiDot® is a fiber optic shotgun sight. The fiber optic collects ambient light 
while a rugged sapphire lens magnifies and focuses the light, resulting in a 
bright aiming point for a wide range of lighting conditions.

MODELS
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Trijicon

TrijiDot

RedGreen

For export restrictions on all products, see page 153. 
For a full list of models, please visit our website at trijicon.com.

FEATURES

FIBER OPTIC TECHNOLOGY
Collects ambient light to provide a brilliant aiming point  
in most lighting conditions.

ANODIZED AIRCRAFT-GRADE 
ALUMINUM
Robust fiber optic protection.

SECURE NOTCHED MOUNT
Fits over existing bead sight, and locks in place with four set screws.

LARGE BEAD SIGHT
0.157 in./4.0mm bead diameter allows for quick target acquisition.

RUGGED SAPPHIRE LENS
Magnifies and focuses light from fiber optic.

SHOCK RESISTANT
Withstands all shotgun recoils.

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY

CONFIGURATIONS

COLORS:

SH01-G/SH01-R
Fits These Models (.210" – .280" Wide Barrel Ribs):

SH02-G/SH02-R
Fits These Models (.265" – .335" Wide Barrel Ribs):

SH03-G/SH03-R
Fits These Models (.325" – .395" Wide Barrel Ribs):

BENELLI®  BROWNING®  BERETTA® 
Vinci   Gold   Xtrema II   
Montefeltro   Silver   SX3
    Maxus
    SX3

BENELLI®  REMINGTON®  ITHACA®  STOEGER®

M2   870 (All Ribbed-Barrel Versions) Model 37  P-350
Super Black Eagle 2  11-87
Sport 2   
Cordoba  
Nova

MOSSBERG®    
500 Series (with Barrel Rib)
800 Series (e.g., 835)
900 Series (e.g., 935)

®
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